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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this report is to present a brief coordinated statement of the evidence
which has been accumulated in our laboratory for the occurrence of a true mitotic process
in bacteria. Previous evidence by Piekarski (1), Robinow (2), Knaysi (3), Bisset (4) and
many others have demonstrated the occurrence of Feulgen-positive chromatinic bodies
in bacteria which undergo a process of reduplication. This process of reduplication is
described particularly by Robinow (5) as a longitudinal division of the chromatinic body
in an axis transverse to that of the cell. Subsequently, the daughter bodies separate and
each then undergoes a second similar division.
Application of other technics including phase contrast microscopy by Tulasne (6), the
use of ultra-violet microscope by Wyckoff and TerLouw (7) and Barnard (8), and the
electron microscope by Hillier, Mudd and Smith (9) among others have not added ap-
preciably to the impressions which have been obtained by means of routine microscopic
methods.
With the advent of freezing dehydrating procedures by Blank, McCarthy and DeLamater
(10) and by DeLamater (11) and specific new staining procedures first suggested by Atwood
and Orinstein (12) and applied by DeLamater (13), it has been found possible to stain
specifically and simultaneously the chromosomes and stain the spindle and centrioles of
the dividing nucleus in bacteria. In consequence, it has been possible to follow the divisional
procedures in the mitotic process in bacteria for the first time in detail.
Three organisms have been very thoroughly studied; three additional organisms have
been studied in a preliminary way. These six organisms represent 4 of the major groups
of bacteria. The mitotic process has been found to work in a basically similar manner in
all of them. Minor differences in detail appear to occur in different representative mem-
bers of different groups.
Bacillus megatherium and Bacillus cereus
These two organisms represent the gram-positive sporulating bacteria to
which the pathogen, Bacillus anthracis, belongs. (See DeLamater (14) and
DeLamater and Mudd (15)). In the vegetative actively growing cell the nuclear
division is essentially as follows: the late interphase nucleus is typically a vesicle
surrounded by a distinct nuclear membrane, the chromosomes, of which there
are 3, occur as long, delicate thread-like filaments tangled within the nuclear
membrane. During prophase the chromosomes contract to short rods at which
time they may be counted with ease. A centriole then appears, subsequently
divides and the parts migrate to opposite poles. The 3 chromosomes line up in
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a densely contracted state between the 2 centrioles and form a typical meta-
phase plate. In polar view these can again be counted with ease. The chromo-
somes divide (split) at anaphase and move toward the poles and at telephase
are completely separated. The centrioles persist well into this phase. The
nuclear membrane then reforms and the chromosomes again elongate into
the typical interphase pattern as the nucleus enlarges.
This group of organisms is multinucleate, each cell containing usually 2 or a
multiple of 2 nuclei. The oniy uninucleate phase which consistently occurs is
the spore which appears to be a strictly vegetative reproductive and resting
organ.
Studies on the process of sporulation (DeLamater and Hunter, (16)) and the
process of spore germination (Hunter and DeLamater, (17)) indicate that the
process of sporulation is a vegetative haploid process in which primarily the
sporulating multinucleate cells progressively cleave so that 2 nuclei are isolated
together. These are usually sister nuclei formed by a typically mitotic division
as described. Once formed, one nucleus remains condensed as it appears in
late telephase, the sister nucleus progressively enlarges with a progressive
chromosomal elongation. It becomes a typical vegetative interphase nucleus
comparable to that of larger organisms. In many phases 3 chromosomes can be
visualized in its formation. The spore nucleus remains condensed and not in-
frequently 3 chromosomes can be visualized also within it. About the con-
densed spore nucleus basophilic material, probably RNA, is progressively laid
down causing a blurring of the nuclear outline. A wall is then laid down around
this cutting it off from the rest of the cell. At this time the large vegetative
nucleus coagulates and subsequently disappears. The adult spore remains within
the membrane of the parent cell.
During spore germination, the spore coat ruptures, the spore swells, the
nucleus reorganizes directly through a typical prophase, in which 3 chromosomes
can be defined, to a typical metaphase spindle, at which time again 3 chromo-
somes can be defined. Vegetative growth and resumption of the nuclear process
is immediate once growth is initiated.
It seems most likely, from a cytologic point of view, that sporulation and
spore germination occurs strictly as a vegetative haploid process.
Micrococcus Cryophilus and Micrococcus albus
Mitotic processes in the Micrococci differ from those as described above in
the following respects. Coccal cells are uninucleate in contrast to the multi-
nucleate condition seen in the rod forms. The prophase, metaphase, anaphase
and telephase stages are more easily recognized because of the uninuclear con-
dition of the cells. They are identical to those already described. The manner
of formation of the cross wall separating the 2 daughter nuclei and daughter
cells, however, is distinctive and quite different from that which occurs in rod
forms. In late telephase a so-called cell plate develops between the daughter
nuclei as a dense basophilic band or disc which subsequently grows peripherally
in all directions, to be met by the constricting walls. A cell plate is character-
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istically observed in cellular multiplication in the onion root tip and certain
other higher plants.
The interphase nucleus is similar to that of the rod forms in that the nucleus
enlarges markedly and the chromosomes elongate as delicate beaded threads
tangled within a distinct nuclear membrane. In this group of organisms a nucleo-
lus can be visualized in such large interphase nuclei. Up to the present time no
nucleolus has been observed in B. megatherium or forms related to it. Sporula-
tion does not occur in these cocci and, therefore, no process comparable to that
described for the gram-positive sporulating rods is seen. The vegetative inter-
phase cells with enlarged nuclei apparently act as resting cells. Detailed ac-
counts are given by DeLamater, E. D. (18) and DeLamater, E. D. and Wood-
burn, M. (19).
Caryophanon latum
Caryophanon latum was first described as a large coprophilous gram-negative
rod by Peshkoff in 1940. It has subsequently been isolated and studied by
Pringsheim and Robinow (1947). Detailed account of the nuclear cytology of
this organism is being given by DeLamater and Schwartz (21) and DeLa-
mater (20).
The nuclei in these large bacilli are remarkable, particularly in certain of
their stages. As they have been described by both Peshkoff and Robinow they
occur as bands extending in a step-ladder fashion across the cell. They have
been described as dividing longitudinally and perpendicular to the axis of the
cell. The following results have been obtained by application of DeLamater's
techniques: unlike the gram-positive sporulating bacilli in which the nuclei
in a given rod divide almost simultaneously, the nuclei in Caryophanon divide
individually and independently of one another, so that all stages of nuclear
division may be found in a large rod, although there may be some tendency
for divisional stages within a single rod to approximate one another, i.e., early
and late prophase and metaphase or anaphase may be simultaneously observed.
In interphase the chromosomes, as in the forms already described, occur as
elongated threads in compressed disc-like nuclei. It is these compressed discs
which give the characteristic picture to this organism. During prophase they
contract into dense bands which lie transverse to the axis of the cell. At this
time 2 chromosomes can be clearly defined. As the chromosomes contract
further and become more dense a centriole appears which divides to form the
mitotic spindle, or metaphase. Anaphase and telephase are similar to what
occurs in the other organisms. Nuclear division, however, tends to be trans-
verse to the axis of the cell and it is not common to see nuclear division in the
long axis of the cell. In consequence, not infrequently, as the nuclei separate
cell walls form producing secondary cells which are cut out of the body of the
Bacillus, transverse to the long axis.
Unlike the other organisms described there is a peculiar compartmentaliza-
tion of the organism caused by partial walls or perforate constrictions, as was
first described by flobinow.
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Escherichia Coli
This organism is a gram-negative non-sporulating motile rod and is the
commonest inhabitant of the Gastro-Intestinal tract. It is important from a
cytogenetic point of view mainly because it is the single bacterium in which
conclusive evidence for genetic recombination has been developed (Lederberg
(22)). Studies on this organism from a cytologic point of view are mainly
limited by its size. However, it has been possible in a preliminary way to de-
fine typical mitotic processes, in all respects similar to those which occur in
Bacillus megatherium. Since no sporulation occurs, no process comparable to
that described for Bacillus megatherium in this regard has been observed.
Cytologically, there appear to be 2 chromosomes.
DISCUSSION
New evidence by Mudd, Winterseheid, DeLamater and Henderson (23)
clearly shows that bacteria contain true mitochondria as well as nuclear proc-
esses comparable to higher forms.
The similarity of the mitotic process in all of the bacteria which have up to
the present time been studied is remarkable. The differences that have been
observed between the different organisms are likewise remarkable in that they
indicate a high degree of specialization even within these minute micro-or-
ganisms. It is important to emphasize that the demonstration of mitosis in
bacteria establishes that these organisms can no longer be considered unique
in the biological economy, but must be considered morphologically, cytologically
and cytochemically to be similar to larger organisms, but in miniature. Bio-
chemically, the bacteria have long been known to have processes similar to
larger and supposedly more complex biological systems.
Since this is the first conclusive evidence for the occurrence of a typical
mitotic process in bacteria, as well as a demonstration of the presence of mito-
chondria, these facts may be considered to form a baseline upon which certain
studies of more immediate concern can be based. It now becomes possible, for
example, to study with a greater degree of definitiveness what occurs during
phage lysis (Murray, Gillen and Heagy (24)) or phage reactivation within
the bacterial cell. Such studies can help to elucidate virus action in more com-
plex hosts. It is now possible, also, to study what occurs when micro-organisms
are exposed to antibiotics, such as penicillin, which have a specific effect upon
the nucleus; or to ascertain what occurs when organisms are exposed to such
specific mitotic poisons as coichicine, which causes a freezing of the mitotic
spindle at metaphase. Study of the effects of certain carcinogenic agents which
may affect the nucleus is also possible and may be facilitated. Such problems
are direct applications of both practical and theoretical importance to those
in dermatology as in other practical fields of medicine and demonstrate the
utilization of tools which may not themselves interest the physician but which
perhaps may bring a little closer to understanding the matters which more im-
mediately concern him.
Some of the problems mentioned are under study and will be presented at a
later time.
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SUMMARY
Six bacteria reported, representing 4 of the larger groups of these organisms,
have been demonstrated to possess typical mitotic nuclear processes and cycles.
They differ in detail one from another but essentially the same general pattern
occurs in all. Reference should be made to the individual definitive papers
dealing with these subjects.
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